PRINT CORRECTLY with ICC profiles
It is worthwhile to deal with color management before printing.
Only using color management in some areas will not lead to the perfect
result when outputting to your own printer or at the service provider.
Only if you consistently practice color management in the entire processing
chain (workflow) will you achieve high-quality results.
Deviation of the printing colors from the monitor
It is a common misconception that with a calibrated display and a
corresponding printer profile, you get a color-correct output from your
printer. Unfortunately, this is not the case.
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When printing, several factors are responsible for the end result:
- The printer itself and its manufacturing tolerances
- The paper uses its color and properties to absorb ink
- The quality of the ICC profiles used
- The ink itself
- The control by the computer
The printer cannot reproduce color areas of the screen and vice versa.
However, these colors, which cannot be translated one-to-one, must be
translated color-logically.
ICC profiles for papers on a specific printer
An ICC profile of a paper describes its color characteristics for the original
inks. Colors can then be translated correctly so that a light gray does not
become cyano gray.
The various paper manufacturers offer these profiles for each of their
papers. Here, the manufacturer must create a separate profile for each
paper type for each relevant printer. These ICC profiles are often not of high
quality and do not match the printer used for fine art requirements.

Individual ICC profiles for the respective papers
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As soon as you use papers and or
inks from other manufacturers, the
corresponding color behavior must
be described with a new ICC profile.
Or there is no ICC profile at the
paper manufacturer for your own
printer:
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To do this, you can have an
individual ICC profile created by
artidomo. You print out a few pages
with color fields, which we read in.
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We then use this to create the ICC
profile that matches your printer for
the exact paper used.
Further information on the ICC
profile service can be found at:
https://www.artidomo.net/icc-profilservice/

Printing with the print service provider
If you have a service provider print, you can download the ICC profile
for the print medium you want to order.
The service provider has already considered the printing press used
in the profile.
So that Lightroom, Photoshop or other applications also read these
profiles when starting and make them selectable in the respective
menus, these profiles must be integrated into the operating system.
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To do this, you have to unzip them if they have been zipped and then copy
the file to the following location:
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Windows: C: / windows / system32 / spool / driver / colors

___________________

Mac: HD / Library / ColorSync / Profiles
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Should e.g. If Lightroom is open during the copying process, it must be
restarted so that the profile can be selected.
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Calibrate the monitor
Before you edit your pictures, you should make sure that the colors you see
really match those that the camera took. Otherwise you base your image
processing on a non-color correct basis. Since the monitor changes over
the course of its life, you should recalibrate every 4-26 weeks depending on
the level of accuracy.
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There are so-called colorimeters from Datacolor or Xrite. These are sold
together with control software. The software outputs a color area on the
monitor and measures the actual color result using the color measurement
device on the monitor. Depending on the setting and price of the calibration
tool, this is done with different numbers of colors. The deviations of each
color nuance then result in an adapted monitor ICC profile which is stored in
the system.
With higher quality monitors with
Adobe RGB color space there is
also the possibility that the color
measurement device is connected
to the monitor and the adjustment
is made directly from the monitor.
This is called hardware calibration.
Often such monitors also have
their own color measurement tool,
which automates e.g. B. daily
measures whether everything still
fits.
our colorimeter i1PRO3 from Xrite which we have
Printer and monitor calibration is used

But that shouldn't stop you from using a colorimeter on the monitor.
Edit the finished image for printing again - soft proofing
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You have edited the finished image on the monitor, and if you only publish it
on the Internet, it will only be viewed on monitors that glow like a slide.
Everything fits.
If the image is now printed - regardless of whether you print yourself or
have it printed - you should edit the image again for printing.
Because a paper picture does not glow itself and has flatter colors and
weaker contrasts. You can counteract this by adjusting the image
processing. The effect of the paper color can also be counteracted in a
targeted manner, so that in the end you get a result that you originally
wanted to achieve for the output on the monitor.
When the softproof is activated, the printout on the screen is simulated as
far as possible
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For this you put e.g. make a virtual copy in Lightroom, easiest via the
softproof menu itself:
First we activate via View - Soft Proof - Show Proof
("S" key). Make sure that "Simulate paper and printing ink" is activated.

Clicking on "Proof copy" not only creates a virtual copy, but also names it
with the set profile.
So choose the right profile before clicking. This way you will later know
exactly what the virtual copy was good for and keep an overview. Even if
you want to print on this paper-printer combination later, you don't have to
start again.
The (render) priority is about conversion types with which colors of the
larger color space are translated into the smaller printer color space.
Any depth compensation option should remain disabled.
Simulate paper color has the effect that the contrast range is reduced and
the respective paper color is also displayed on the monitor.
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Now you can adjust the image according to the changed display, e.g.
increase the brightness, change contrasts, etc.
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If you now compare the well-dried printout with the monitor, you can see
that the match is much closer to the monitor display than before. Since a
print does not glow itself, it naturally also depends on the color temperature
of the light source.

___________________

If you are dependent on an absolutely correct color assessment, you can
get a not so cheap standard light box.
Issue sharpening
At the start of image processing, sharpening using e.g. Nik RAW Sharpener
or a sensor-related sharpening script.
Immediately before printing, the Nik Output Sharpener should be used for
media-related sharpening. Printer type and viewing distance are also
queried here.
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Link to Photoshop sharpening campaigns at FineArtPrinter (magazine):
http://shop.will-magazine.de/Photoshop-Aktionen/
Print on your own printer with ICC profiles
If you want to save yourself from the error-prone nature of the many menus,
you should consider buying printing software such as Printao8 or Mirage.
Here you only need to specify the printer, paper type, size and output slot.
The software ensures the correct profiles and settings. It overrides the
printer driver. This is integrated here.
Sample printing via Photoshop CC
Calling up the menu via "File - Print"
Drag the menu as large as possible
Under the image preview, activate "Simulate printout (softproof)" and "Show
paper white" to see the final check.
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Settings to be made:
- Color management through Photoshop
- Select paper printer profile
- Activate 16 bits
- normal pressure
- Perceptual (pay attention to paper manufacturer recommendation),
depending on motive
- Deactivate depth compensation

Then click on "Printer Settings".
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Click on the "Layout" drop-down box and select "Color adjustment".

To completely deactivate color management at the printer driver level,
select "Epson Color Adjustment Mode" here.
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__________ digression
Mac:
Sometimes ColorSync cannot be switched off here. It has a gray
background. So that the driver does not destroy all color adjustments again,
it is necessary to exchange the profiles stored here for those that pass
everything one by one - so-called generic profiles.
To do this, download the Generic ICC Profile from
http://download.datacolor.eu/files/genericrgb.zip , unzip it and save it under
the path "HD-Library-ColorSync-Profiles".
Then call the ColorSync utility under the utilities and click on the small arrow
under Devices in the printers in the respective profiles, then click on "other"
and select the Generic RGB icc.
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Video von Datacolor zu dem Thema:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YfpQcnvfPUM
______ Exkurs End
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Then you switch to "Printer Settings"
Under Medium you now select the type of paper that the manufacturer of
the paper recommends for its type. It is a little confusing that another name
is used here.
For Tecco Baryt BT270 e.g., select Premium Semigloss Photo Paper here.
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Here, e.g. Tecco for the above Paper the recommendation 2880 dpi
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To enable us to send the largest possible amount of data to the printer, we
activate 16 bits.
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Even if these are only nuances nowadays, one should forego bidirectional
printing in the fine art area and leave “quickly” deactivated.

The paper manufacturer also specifies the paper thickness for each type. In
this case again the value "4" for tecco Baryt BT270.
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To avoid having to make all the settings for this paper again, you should
save this setup:
To do this, click on "Preferences" and save the setup under the paper
name.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Your artidomo team
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